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INTRODUCTION 

The pur~ose of the dissertation was to systematically in

vestigate by means of an intensive l~divid~al ~n~lysis the 

effects of a physiological stressor~'heat~ and a co~hitive task, 

problem solving, which included an additional element of psycho

logical stress; namely, an unsolvable problem, on a battery.of 

autonomic measures. Included in this battery are heart rate, 

diastolic; and systolic blood· pressure, a_nd measures of change 

in blood volume in selected body areas. With this approach, 

detailed below, an autonomic profile was obtained which will 

relate bodily response to problem soiving and levels of stress. 

Further, since these measures, excepting blood pressures, will 

be taken continuously for each session, momentary variations 

in arousal during the problem solving process itself were 

obtained. Systolic and diastolic pressure was monitored at 

approximately five ninute intervals.· 

The emphasis of the dissertation was directed toward the 

study of consistent patterns of change between coynitive ac

tivity and physiological response, not toward the testing of 

any specific set of hypotheses. This is reflected in the 
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extensive use of curve fitting techn-iques. and trend analyses 

rather than inferential statistics; although 1-tests are used 

where applicable for completeness. 

As an adjunct to t~e principal problem, the subjects were 
. 

pretested for level of anxiety and the relation of this var-

iable to the study is presented. 
),\, 

' ,, .... 

• 



Review of the Related Literature 

In the past few years classical activation theory has un-
. I 

dergone some revisions. Freeman (I940), Hebb (!955), Malmo 
•-.''' '," 

(!957, !958), and Stennett (!957), initially presented ev-
• ( l l 

idence that an inverted Li-shaped relation existed between per-

. formance and autcnomic activity. That is, autonomic "tensiori" 

was facilitating up to an optimum level. Beyond that level, 

further increase in·"tension" became detrimental to perfor-, . 

mance. It was further implied by Duffy (!962) and Malmo ~!955) 
," • t ~ 

that autonomic 2rousal and behavioral arousal since they occur 

in near simultaneity were always positively related. The sim-

plicity of this notion has recBntly been challenged, ~alma 

(I966), and Lacey (!967). Lacey contended that the deyree of 

attent1on required of the problem may play a central role in . . 

the level of autonomic response. In fact, in test situations 

which require si~ple environmental input, cardiac deceleration 

and ~load pressure decrease may occur. Obrist (!968) demon

strated that anticipation of an unconditioned stimulus was 
;·. 1: 

accompanied by cardiac deceleration and a concomitant decrease 

in somatic responses such HS eye movements, blinking, and 

!/l' 
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electromyographic activity. Steele (1968) indicated that car

diac response to arithmetic tasks wa~ ac~eleration, the in

crease being significantly greater wi~~ distr,~ption. 

Early, Darrow (I929) concluded that stimuli requiring 

little cogRitive integration resultetj in cardiac de~eleration; 

whereas, assaciati ve activity produced the apposite effect., 

Duffy (1951) postulated that autonomic arousal was posltivaly 

· rel,ted to task difficulty. Schnore (1959~ found autonomic 

responsivity higher in a difficult situation with distraction 

than under reve~se conditiorns 1 Blatt (1961) analyted cardiac 

change at sp~cifiq points in the process of problem solving. 

He found significant increases in heart rate at those.stages 

corresponding to periods of sufficient information for solution, 

transition from analytic to synthetic questions, and the time 

corresponding to the solution of the problem. Rimoldi .and 

v~eyer ( I963) found that the degree of increaee in heart rate 

was related to the difficulty of the test situation. They 

moni tared. cal,'diac: c:hsnge to problems described as "abs.tract" 

and "concrete" and Goncluded that greater arousal accom~1anied 

the latter cone.Ii til.o~ .• ,Mciyer (I963) found an increase in henrt 

rate when a subject attempte~~to incorporate and assimilate 

4. 



information during problem solving. Hess and Polt (I964) 

suggested that autonomic arousal accompanying thought pro

cesses may be relatRd to various petiods within the process. 

Kahneman and Beatty (1966) found that increases in pupillary 

constriction were a function of the amount of information pre

sented to the subject. Daly (1967) using the Rimoldi thought 

probl~m~ found definite patterns of arousal as assessed by 

pupillary:response corresponding to crit~cal points in the 

problem solving process. 

Contraty results have also appeared ln the recent lit

erature. Lober (!968) claimed the curve of mean heart rate 

was not sensitive enough to discriminate between various levels 

of mental effort such as monotonous.adding, concentrating on 

division problems, and sitting idly for a forty-five minute 

control;period. Burdick (1968) questioned whether resting 

heart.rate and variability alone are reliable measures of 

arousal since these appear to be principally affected by con

ditions which ara usually controlled in the usual methods of 

~xpsrimentation. Sy~der (1968) demonstrated that a conditioned 

vasoconstriction response· can be obtained which is independent 

not only of the typical somatic meas~res, respiration rate 



for example, but of heart rate as ~ell. 

The present s:tudy attempted to extend this line of inves

tigation by employing a more extensive sampling of measures of 

autonomic arousal, by introducing dlftetent levels of stress 

to see if these function as distratttor~ and hence influence 

the degree of attention, and pro&ee8lng through intensiue in

vestigation of a small number of·subjetts. In regard ta this 

. last point, the search for iritersubj~bt autonomic relatedness 

has recently been questioned (Leta:fus et 'al. 1963), fviardkoff 

0964)' 8nd Lazarus (I965a). Scihriore '(I959) and Lc;cey ·0953) 

argued that intraindi vi dual change rather· than "arr' investiyation 

af intersubj~tt autonomic patterning has produced more ~alid 

measurements. The low intersubject correlation of autonomic 

measures is similarly documented by these individuals; hence, 

ft seemed that intrai~dividual investigation would be poten

tially~fruitful and indicated in the present research. 

In rega~d to the way in which stress was applied in the pre

sent study, it is to be noted that Teichner (!968) in an ex

tensive treaJment of stress and behavioral change claimed 

t-hat, "Very ftilw experiments involving symbolic stress ors have 

been done ~hich have studied the interaction b~tween the state 

•. '" ... ,,_ 
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of the oryanism at the tinie of stirnulat~on and the stress 

reaction. Most invastigations have i~pos~d stimulation while 

the organism was in an otherwise norma~ state of environmen-

tal exposures. We have postulated.th~t during unu~ual en

vironmental exposures, the eff~ct of strong symbolic stim

ulation would be to prolong the.on~oips.direction of reg

ulatory activity or, if associated ~i~h~~ hiyh data-processing 

· ratio, to reverse it. This leads to tl;le· .conclusion that in-
.,. 'f "' · .. 

creased muscular.and decreased s~~~ ~~ood flow are not 

neces~.ary .. str.ese reactions; but ra.ther, are, c.o,fl\Pensatory re-
'· . ·. ' ,, ' ' '· . ' ' 

action~ whose, direction of !=!hange is determined by existing 

levels of flow." Cited as illustrative findings are Fencl et 

al. (1959), who found an increase in blood flow throu~h the 

fcr~arm muscle with mental arithmetic but a decrease in.skin 

fl~w.when the "normal" level was hiyh. When skin flow was 

"normal! y" low,. the ari thrnetic task increased it .. Teichner 

and Lev.ine (I9Gf3) reported that Luhen .subjected to heat, sub-,. 

jects reapDnded to a conditioned stimulus with vasadilation 

in the periphery, but vasoconstricted in a digit; however, 

.when coaled, _the., subjects vasoconstricted in the, periphery 

and dilated in the digit as the conditioned response. The 

7. 



design of the present study allowed both the comparison from 

the "normal" state and an "unusual environmental exposure" in 

an information processing situation. S:kin flow and muscle flow 

11.1ere also rr:ioni tared, hence Teichner 1 s proposed model of auto

nomic reactivity can be tested. 

The relationship between anxiet·y, .2nd autonomic arousal has 

received much attention in the li tera,~qte but:, the findings · 

are anything but certain. Baler and Taylor (I954), Berlyne 

(I96I), and Learmouth, Ackerly, and Kaplan (1959) all found 

posi.~i ve co,rre}..ption~ between .aroused and psychological reac

tivity. More recently, Koepke. 1 and Prihrarn (19,67} indicatHd. 

that habituation of vesoconstriction was a function not only 

of stimulus duration but anxiety levels as well. Jackson (I9G7) 

postulated that a high level of arousal ,in an anxious subject 

may ,in1;erfere with his processing of the stimulus and hence 

effect his physiological response in its presence. Oettiny 

(I966) reported di.ffe,rent patterns of. physiological respo,nse 

between an.xi,ous and non-anxious s·ubjects in a test ,taking 

situation. The pre;3ent study used a measure of anxiety as an 

adjunct to the prima,ry problem and its use is treatHd in the 

discuss ion sectiQfl.• 

... , . ,\ ·. ' ', , .. , ;, '··~1 .. .;' ""'' .,, ,., 
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PROCEDURE 

Subjects: Four subjects, all male st6dents from the undergrad

uate division of St. Louis University were tested. All sub

jects were pretested with the Nicolay-Walker Persa~al Re

action Schedule and the Raven's Progressive Matrices, sets A, 

B, C, D~ and E1 to assess base levels of anxiety and general 

aptitude respectively. 

Testth~ mat~rlals: The thought problems used were. develops and 

analyzed according to the method developed by· Rimoldi: 0955, 

I96I, I963). This method studies the probl~m solving process 

by analyzing the questions asked by a subject in order to 

reach the solution to a problem. Rimoldi (T964) usiny this 

techn:ique demonstrated that an analysis of problem solving be

havior based on norms pertaining to the logical scheme of a 

problemTather than group norms is more sensitive. Hence, as 

with the physiblogical measures, an individual analysis of 

cognitive activity was chosen. Rimoldi (I967) suggested the 

application of·aever~l scoring procedures to the problems. 

One termed the nschema pulling· out" method, assigns values to 

9. 
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the questions used in terms of their're1e~anty and order asked. 

Hence irrelevant questions used in.the sbI~tion to a problem 

are eliminated from an observed tactic~'~nd the subject is 

penalized for irrelevgnt questions· asked in cornµuting his total 

score. Since the Rimoldi technique analyzes the ongoing ac

tivity rather than merely a final pr6d~c!.t; it is ideally 

suited to the continuous autonomic measu~es·used in the 

present study. The unsolvable probl~M (OSP) ~mployed merely 

gave a redundant piece oP' ihfofm~iiBh tb the last q~esti~n in 

a particular t~etic; hence, the USP'had-no e~act s6lution but 

could be scored as the rest of the problems.; A complete listing 

of ths problems is contained in the APPENDIX. 

Autonomic measures: 8uring the experimental periods, the sub

ject's physiological responses were monitored through a six 

channel Grass recorder. Using the polygraph and photocell 

transducers, three channels of information concerning blood 

volume ttiere btlt.ained from the toe, calf, and forehead .. · Kelly 

0967) and numerous ·other· in'vestigators have presented data 

establishing blood flbwt~s2 a' valld and reliabl~ index of 

arousal. The method used in' this" research to measure blood 

to. 



volume depends on the amount of light:reflected back to a 

photocell from a restricted body area. 'When blood flow is high, 

as during vasodilation, more light ~s reflected back to the 

photocell and appears as an increasa in amplitude on the channel 

being monitored. Reduced blood flow .. results in more light 

Il. 

passing through tissue, hence less •erlectance, and therefore 

pressure pulses of a reduced amplitude result. The particular 

positioning of the transducer was chosen to.reflect any shunt

ing of blood, due to vasoconstriction or dilation, from 

peripheral to central structures and tcreveal tHe specific 

pattern of vascular response within the general state of arousal. 

More specific information as to the function and placement of 

the transducers for various applications may be obtained from 

Senay et al. (I96I). 

The heart rate was determined by counting each pressure 

pula~ for one minute's time. The pressure pulses from the toe, 

calf, and·forehead were sampled and their average height com

pared to a:standard calibration factor which was checked at 

about teri minute :intervals. Calibraticn tuas accomplished by 

shutting off the light ,to a transducer mament::irily and re

cording the no light ,situation as a baseline. The no light 
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condition would correspond to the completR.absence of blood 

in the area being monitored. All changes in volume were then 

expressed as per cent change from this ;baseline. In addition, 

a pressure cuff and stethescope w~~e ~ttach~d to th~ arm of 

the subject so that blood pressu~e co0ld be remotely recorded. 

The subjects were all tested while lying on a wire mesh 

gro~nded bed in a climate chamber. The 1bed was adjustHble so 

that the subject could NH:Jd the problems, which were presented 

on a board in· front of him·. The climate chamber in which the 

subjects ~era tested was a room approxi~at~ly 9 1 X 12' with 

~ ~ne way mirrar. All recording w~s doh~"remotel~ and the· 

temperat~r~ and humidity of the chamber were eccurately ' 

controlled. 

Method: All the subjects had been pretested the day before 

SESSID~ I on a thought problem of rather simple structure in 

order to :familarize them with the testing technique. The cli-

mate chamber was shot.im to them and the method of recording 

the physiological measures was dernonstrdted in arder·to allay 

possible fears.'9ri~fly, as to the thou9ht problems, each sub

ject was told' that he would ~e e"'ked to sol VP. a series of 

12. 
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problems, some simple, some more gp~1p~~x,. Each subject was in-
, ,: '. f ,;J \ \" 'f ' 

structed that he was to read the problem and the accompanying 
-~·~.:.' ~~"/.'t·:·~ ~·~,,: 11·· f • 

questions. l'jext, they were told that the statement of the 
· i,_.;::: .:' ·.·'·: · . f) \ ·!~~1 ... :: ·< ·:: r . , '.: 

problem did not contain enough ilJff.!f~f:.~.~~~ ~?. be ~s9+ved; con

sequentlv, they were to choose fro~. amp~~!~tie.q~~f:!t~qns,µresen

ted those which they felt 'were. nf#pe~r~r¥"'~o:J:irri~e at !3 S!(Jl

ution to the problem. It was at-so fna~~·er~n~t~. ~~.m~ was.. no~ a 

critical . factor within r~~sqra~l~ l:~~,~~f ~ ~n~: ~?a~ they sh,i;iuld 

therefore work: at , tre~r :iqwn rPflf~ r ':'." ', "' , , , t • '·;;:, , '· 

. In,. ~ef~r~9,5e Jo; .~~e:: 8~~~~p ef}he • eX,p.ef~~~~r prqp~r, t~er~ 

~~?;'.!:? ttire13 SEE;iS~PNS-, On, ~a~, one of .te~tic:iy, SE,SSI?~Jti con7' 

sisted of th¥ administration of ,two Rimoldi t~o~~ht pro~lems, 
' ' .. \ ' . ··' ., :· 

3IA and. 3!6 1 1L1ith no heat stress •. The sut:Jjects were tested in 

the .c.limate chamber lying on the grounded_ b~d uii th, all r:hysio-
, . ;; 

logica~ measures except th~ calf., being moni tared. The total 

time 9f this session averaged about 75 ~inutes for all the 

four ~ubj'¥cts. At the, begi11ning of the session ample t.im~,~ ~.~,out 

15 minutei;tt·,·was giv~.n for th~ physiological indices. t(}:, stabil

lz~ and thi~_perio~ s~rved as the control baseline preceeding 
' i , > ' • ' ' , '. • ~· • ~ '. , ', \ l ' ' 

problem 3IA~ Ffter.the problem had been solved a si~ilar period 
. . (' ' r . ;· ' 

of control t\me was allowed in order to assess recpvery time. 
:~ }, 

i3. 
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When the physinlogical indices again ~i~bilized, problem 318 

1J '•.; • : .. • '" . 
was administered, and recovery time was" a·gain allowed after its 

solution~ These periods of stable response served as the bese-

1 in es from t1.1hich both arousal and. r'ec'd~-e~ry are plo"t ted •. '-1s men-
; • 'l''· ''·i'{)',I '· t • \ 

tioned previously, the tot'al time bf' SESSION I was about 75· 

minutes per subject. SESSION II on cf~V-,t~b of 'testirig 
0

~bns{~/ted 

of five hOurs of heat stress at 'rro ·'d~,~~e1~s ·Fahrenheit and '·the 

administration of a single{' thought' bralrf~ni~ !3fr;' late in the 
'· ·', J.~. ,,~, ;. I·;.;":/',!'"''' ~ .. ;..:"f""' ',,:·• 1'(' t4' '('.'' .·•. :' . i:' :·,r~ ·.~. r· ,' 

session. This long period '(Jf heat stres·s 'without cognitive 

"stress" served' as the -~'dritroil's~s~'ion' or 't:laseliri~ ;h'ecft stress 

fram"Li1hid1' a~ous1a1; ~rid recov'ery 'due to :nc' Li.fer·e ptd1H~'ed ~·:This 

b'aselin~· he~t s~res~ 'was' also cot.npared to baseli~e ·no heat 

stre~s in o~der to ~sses the magnitud~ of the phy~iologic~l 
... \ 

st~essor. SESSION III contained the same level of heat stfess 

as in ~ESSION II but here thre~ thought problems, 3Iri, 42, 

33A, \an.'d a single unsolvable problem were given spaced through

out th~ s''ession. During this third day of testing, as with the 

previous ~ESSIONS, a·m'ple control time and recovery time was 

allowed a;ound ~ach problem and these periods serve'd as the 

base! ine for""til~ 'proper problem being ana'l yzed. Further, all 
: I . . , ... ' ,, ; , 

subjects were put' in the climate chamber orie hour tlefore 

I 4. ·· 
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monitoring was be~un for SESSIONS ?!;and !II, in order th~t 

their body temperature would be at· er fairly stable level for 

testing. ~·. \: \'' 

The data was analyzed both descr!pttvel y'"and inferentially. 

Firstly, for each subject, an autonomic ~ttlfilelwhs obtained 

for the problem salving segement§ of· eaf:-" session~ 'This profile 

presents actu~l heart r~te ~nd pr~~~J~W~a~d·mean ~car~~ frb~ the 

volume measures for suctessi've five ·mfnot.e·p~rfods for eacH ex!. 

perimental ses~ion e~d' fH.ince :t•eftlect!'if c~age5 Lftom: baseiine con

ditions as well 'as' t~ctJvt:?ry 1 'time ~:<\Sotfr aFtrefld a:f1alysis and 
. ' ' 

curv~·fitt:irtg p:rocedtli~es tdere performed on this'ciata.'''J:he ,. 

ts • 

tr·end analysis uSetl herein followed the format outlined bg ·:w1n'er, 

S~atistical Principles in Experimental Oesign pp. 132-!35." · 

This technique is designed to evaluate data from experiments 

invO.lving the use' of r·epeatea measures and does so through an 

analyais -0f blocks of mean scores. A block is composed of 'fhe 

means for all subjects for·: a. given treatment• level. Sy applying 

the propefii:··set ·Of ·weights to these means, coefficients of 

orthogonal)' ·poly'nomfals' the amount of total variance ''at'tr1ib~ . 

utable to Ifhear, qu·adratic, cubic, etc~, tren'ds is extracted. 

In this study· at'l! trends were analyzed to tne' fourth degree. A 
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restriction imposed by this technique is that the blocks of means 
1 f.' ;:,, ';, 

be composed of equal units. Therefore, since the trend analysis 
\' ~ -~. ,-·1 t ti·::! 

necessarily involved a summing through all subjects for each 
-', ;, : ·1 r~ · .~. I 1· • ; ·1 r 

block analyzed in order to estimate error variance, and since 
, i: • · ; )1·.·i r' ·J·· • ~· .. 

di ffe~~n: P,:,'~b:~.~~ 1s·~;l~-~'~g. ~imes, the each subject typically had 
' ., 

the series of trend analyses were applied to the long control 
' ' " ' ;:._. + '.' -~j: ·--: ' ~- " ,, ' ,_ . ' 

period preceeding problem 3IC in SESSIOl\h:Il, wtiere equal blocks 
.• \I'' ' ; ) 

of time could b~ est~~lished fo~ all the subjects. The value of 

this analysis is that the stability of a~period~which is as-
. ., .. \. . a ("1 ~ . ' l .. :·, 2X ~ . . : :~ \ i.' i. / : 

sumed to be a contr·o1 candi t1on can thereby be assessed. That 

is, '·lf the ~halysis·· revears that the direction of change of' 
::1.:. 

the physiolo(;ical ~easur~s for· all the subjects' is ·ess~nti~lly 

flat, lack of significant trends, then this period is es,tnb-

l~shed as.a baseline from which to plot problem change under 

heat stress. A to~al time.of ninety minutes, three blocks of 

thirty minutes eachi was sele6ted for analysis. Specifically, 
,_,,if'· 

BLOCK ONE consisted of each physiologjcal measure taken sep-

arately for a1i· the subjects from time 65. minutes ta 90 f~lhutes 

into sE·ss!dN rt".' BLOCK TWO. encompassed time !45 mi:nU'tes to I?O 

minutes,' anrf J3LOCK THREE time 225 to 250 minutes. 

The curve fitting involved the use of a least squares 

" \ 
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' <,] ·:·,:,, 

polynomial procedure. Each physiological measure for each sub-

ject for each problem was analyzed up to the fourth degree since 

it was felt that further analysis 1.110Lffd"'fleither be physiolcigica 11 y 

nor ps~chologlcall .meaningf~l. 8~ fo·A~ot1ng the devel~;ment ' 
I t i 

cif' the ::equations for the cubic form, f'1e: can arrive a~':'1:hl'? 
< l' ; - .,'.' 'fA" - ~ 

equations for the general case of the '-:~(\ST SQUARES POl,V,.,M'.JJl·JAL: 

V'= a + a X + a2x2 + a J3 
· o I 3 ( I)l 

/' 

:the individual devi~tion d.: 
1 

·, 

, di = ,vi - ao , aIXi 
' t2 
.'82~1 

f: '·i,, '1 t:"'; ,, ; ' j . . . ... , . . . .. , .t ~ f ; .~ I 
i o., the su'm of the sqL;ared deviations:\_ '. ... 

o =fd~ =I:.<v. - a - a1xi 
• l l 0 ....,s I . . . 

' ~ . ' j 

(2) 

J, ,f 

Minimizing the function with respect to the four constants, 

a 
0 

. '.·I' 

Successl~~· e.quations as (4) can be obtained for cons.taritts . 

' 
l 
\ 

a , 
0 



Expressi,ng the genere}l form of t.hf71P!, ~qµations in matrix foi:m 

yields: ; ;'. 

" ' 

N .l:Xi i:x2 3 Ft<~ iv1 i s:xi . ... l '~'o .' <' 

J;~i tXl~ J:X~ i:x~ ... rxn+I ·a'," ,, ·~~ .··~X;'V.· 
l - l l i I l l 

2 t.x3 !:X~ i:x~ i:x~+~ f. :i2'•1 
rxi ... 82 1:x··"v:. i l l l 1 i 

= 

• • • • • 

• • • • • 

• 

·", 

The matrix system is then solved for the unknown constants 

using a least squares method. The actual analysis was done 

on an IBM 360 system using the POLFIT program t~ obtain the 

least squares polynomials. This program yielded an index of 

fit which approaches one as the ~oodness of fit increases as 

well as the value of the constants for each degree evaluated. 

t tests for correlated means were run on mean heart rate 

for each problem period and its preceeding control or base-

line period in order to establish the magnitude of each prob-

le~ effect. Similar analysis was done on the control periods 
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' 

of SESSIOl\JS I' II' and III, in order to establish the ef feet 

of the heat stress, comparison baselines SESSION I versus 

SESSIOl\J II' and to analyze the afl1~~1;tt o.f day to day variability 

of the autonomic indices· underl)~ea;!instress, ca!JlparJson base-

lines SESSION II versus SESSION ltU wThe formuia u~ed wa~ ob-
. ' w 

tained from Guilford, Fund~1Mntal:,pS"t.zt'1stics in Ps.v.t;:hology 

~ Education, pp. I77-If30: 

.<'.' 

.·I:! ' . . ~ 

' ,, 

·'· , '._, 

where N = number of 
ri,; , ; ·. , . .pa1irs of 

observations 

~. 
I 

"' 
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RESULTS 

T~ble I presents the results from the Nicolay-Walker Per-

sonal Reaction Schedule. The total anxiety score and the four 

subscales are presented for each subject. Althoush-there is a 

fair amount of di~ersity among these scores, th~ small number 

tested restricted generalizati~ns from this particular type of 

data. 
''f' 

Table II pres~nts'.the results of l tests using mean heart 

rate frpm succes,;;-l. v~ ,five minute periods from the control 

period preceeaingeacn:problem and the mean heart rate ob-

tained within eath problem period. Strong significance can be 

noted for problems 3IC and the·unsolvable problem (USP). 

Table III contains the results of the comparison among .,, :, 

the c6ntrol periods of SESSIONS I, II, and III. This analysis 

of mean heart rate from successive five minute periods in-

dicates significance fot the comparison of control SESSION I 

and control SESSION II~ The second comparison among the two 

sessions with heat stress does not reach significance. It can 

be concluded that the heat stress was an effective and con-

sistent physiological stressor. 

•'""'' ,,...,,.,, 
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t TABLE I 

PERSONAL REACTION SCHEDULE SCORES 

Subject I : Motor =ii:::'2 . 

Object,:'=: :7 

Personal = 3 
K-sc·ar~ ·~·IO 

Total = 12 

Subject 2: Motor = 8 

Object = .3 
• 

Personal = 9 

K-scale = 19 

T'otal = 2£f'~1 

Subject 3: Motor= 6 

· , · ' Object = 2. 

Personal = 2 

K-scale = 24 

Total = IO 

Subject 4: Motor = 14 

Object = II 

Personal = 8 

K-scale = I3 

Total = 33 

NORMS: Motor 
'1 

Object 

Personal 

K-scala 

Total ' ,, 

•.,,, 

21. 

- IO .96 + 4.I? 
"" 9.I6 + 4.23 -

- II.03 + 4.30 -
- I3.85 + 4.06 -
- 3I.I6 ... .I.D .26 -
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~ TABLE II 
MEAN DIFFERENCES' STANDARD DEvn;·V!'Oru';oF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

MEANS, NUMBER OF SUBJECTS, AND;: ,1.'.lJ.P.l..tJES OF MEAN HEART RATE FOR 

CONTROL VEH.JUS PROBLU~ PERI DPS.,. 
! ,f ,,,· .,,, ~ 4 ~ 

Control 

·Control 

Control 

Control 

Control 

Control 

Control. 

,.,., 
,,0 

:'~D 
" ·t;'I 

',,;/'',"·'''· ¥-,,,,.:. -

I-3IA -2 .• 65 2.26. 
,,, ':·;t, ,, ~)~! 

I-318 ·4.70. I.84 

II-3IC -Il11CJO I.23 

III-310 -6.08 I.96 

Hl-42 -a.te 2.09 

III-33A -4.56 2.93 

III-USP ... n .31 I.52 
~ ' '"'' '""'"" ~«··~ ... ~, ' \'" 

If S:tt~v·~J.: :t·:. ·t,.. 

* Significant beyond .05 level 

•• Si~nificant beyond .DI level 

N t 

4 -I.17 

4 -2.55 

4 -8.94•• 

4 -3.IO• 

4 -I.• '7J 

4 -I.56 

4 -7.44*• 

22 • 
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TABLE III 

MEAN DIFFEHEf'JCES, ST1--lf\!O.l'1rW DEVIATION OF THE DIFFEHEf~CE BETLJEEN 

MEANS, Nllf·;fo:::R OF SUflJECTS, AND i VALUES OF r":::MJ HEAfH RATE FO.C{ 

CONTROL PERIODS, SESSIO~ I, II, A~D III. 

Control I vs. 
Control II 

Control II vs. 
Control III 

-12.00 

2.25 

SM 
D 

2.45 

I.93 

N t 

4 -4.90"' 

4 I.I? 

23. 

·----·· 
·-~----~··---

• Significant beyond .05 level 
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Although all the data from the four subjects was scored, 

analyzed, and graphed in order to derive the autonomic pro-

files, because of the bulk of this data only representative 

findins are presented for each of the three sessions. A com-

plete set af graphs and tables for the profiles as well as the 

curve fitting data was done using an IBM II30 and 360 computers 

and is available for inspection. 

Figures I through 14 contain data for the problem periods 

for each physiological measure. In each case, the data from 

Subject one is presented. Inspection of the data from all the 

subjects revealed that a very consistent pattern of change 

was present for all the conditions. In order to be parsimonious 

and consistent, Subject one was chosen as representative of 

the ch8nges observed in all the subjects. 

Figures I-to 4 represent the chan~e in heart rate for each 

problem through the successive daily sBssions. 

Figures 5 to 8 present change in systolic blood pressure . 
for B3ch ~roblam period for SESSIO~S I, II, and III. 

Figures 9 to 12 presant changes in toe blood volume for 

each problem, again through all three sessions. 

Figure 13 presents graphically the change in blood volume 



r 

in the calf for problems 3ID and 42 in SESSION III. 

Figure I4 presents the change in forehead blood volume for 

problems 3ID and 42 in SESSION III. 

The consistent elevstion of heart rate and systolic blood 

pressure through each problem period can be readily observed 

in these figures. The toe is seen to be a consistent con

strictor, while blood volumes in the calf and forehead do 

not exhibit such consistent change. 

25. 
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Figure 1.. Subject 1: Heart rate change, Session 1, Problems 
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Figure 5. Subject 1: Systolic pressure change, Session 1, 
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Problem 31C. 
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Tables IV, V, VI contain the results of the trend analysis 

of the three blocks of time chosen from the cGntrol period of 

SESSION II. Each block contains each physiological measure, 

analyzed separately, for all the subjects for the thirty min-

ute segment studied. The F-ratios presented indicate the ab-

sence of any significant trend in heart rate and blood volume; 

whereas, the calf volume exhibits significant linear trends in 

all three thiry minute segments. The forehead volume shows 

significance only in the first block. 

I 

'------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 



TABLE IV 

_ BLOCK ONE 

TREND ANALYSIS OF CONTROL PERIOD, SESSION II, FOR ALL SUBJECTS 

FOR EACH PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE. F RATIOS PRESENTED. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE 

TOE CALF FRHD. HT. RT. 

LINEAR .DOI 32.99* 13.68* .092 

QUAD. .007 .DOI 3.2I I.45 

CUBIC .9!0 I.46 .9II I .07 

QUARTIC .700 .905 I. 70 .230 

• Significant beyond the .DI level 

38. 



TABLE V 

BLOCK TWO 

TREND ANALYSIS OF CONTROL PERIOD, SESSION II, FOR ALL SUBJECTS 

FOR EACH PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE. F RATI03 PRE3ENTEO. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE 

TRrntn TOE CALF FRHD • HT. RT. 

LINEAR .984 13.78* • 347 .465 

QUAD. .319 7.80 2.65 .292 

CUBIC I.05 .II4 .959 I.33 

QUARTIC I.04 .855 I.49 

• Significant beyond the .DI level 

·. 

39. 
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TABLE VI 

BLOCK THr{EE 

TREND ANALYSIS OF CONTROL PERIOD, SESSION II, FOR ALL SUBJECTS 

FOR EACH PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE. F RATIOS PRESENTED. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURE 

n~n.rn TOE CALF FRHD. HT. RT. 

LINEAR .394 9.I7* .539 .077 

QUAD. I.84 4.55 .098 .005 

CUBIC I.07 .DI! I.94 .6!5 

QUARTIC I.~7 . I.54 .078 .DOI 

• Significant beyond the .DI level 

40. 



Tables VII, VIII, IX, X, anci XI present the results of the 

Least Squares Pol ynorni al fit for each physi ol ogica 1 measure for 

all the problem periods, SESSIONS I, II, and III. Presented 

4I. 

are the highest index of fit and the index value for the second 

degree. These values reflect the performance of a representative 

subject and were obtained by analyzing for each problem the 

baseline - problem - baseline chan9e. The values reflect, there

fore, the form of the best fitting equation or pattern of 

change for each problem given. Inspection of the index values 

·reveals several close fits among the various physiological 

measures but no apparent over all consistency. 

Empty cells indicate that either not enough pqints were 

available to obtain a fit or th21t the autonomic measure was 

not fully monitored at that time. 
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TABLE VII 

HEART RATE 

INDEX OF FIT FOR PROBLEM PERIODS, SUBJECT NUMBER ONE. BOTH THE 

BEST FIT OBTAINED AND THE SECOND DEGREE PRESENTED. BEST FIT PRE

SENTED FIRST ANO DEGREE IDENTIFIED. WHEN QUADRATIC IS BEST FIT, 

IT IS PRESENTED ALONE. 

Pl:mRI l='M 1/F 

3IA .999 - 30 

.787 

318 

.337 

3IC 

.625 

3ID .548 - Io 

.426 

42 .369 - 30 

• I72 

J3A 

.74I 

USP • 795 - 30 

• 720 

42. 



TABLE VII I 

SYSTOLIC PRESSURE 

INDEX OF FIT FOR PROBLEM PERIODS, SUBJECT NUMBER ONE. BOTH THE 
BEST FIT OBTAINED AND THE SECOND DEGREE PRESENTED. BEST FIT PRE

SENTED FIRST ANO DEGREE IDENTIFIED. WHEN QUADRATIC IS BEST FIT, 

IT IS PRESENTED ALONE. 

PRnRI l="M I/F 

3IA 

318 

3IC 

.544 

3ID 

.333 

42 .r"2s - Ia 

-.270 

33A .4 70 - 30 

.420 

USP 

.450 

43. 
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TABLE IX 

TOE VDLUFE 

INDEX OF FIT FOR PROBLEM PERIODS, SUBJECT NUMBER ONE. BOTH THE 

BEST FIT OBTAINED ~ND THE SECOND DEGREE PRESENTED. BEST FIT PRE

SENTED FIRST AND DEGREE IDENTIFIED. WHEN QU~ORATIC IS BEST FIT, 

IT IS PRESENTED ALONE. 

PRnRI FM I I F 

3IA 

.844 

318 .ABO - 30 

• 365 

3IC 

.884 

310 

.863 

42 .930 - 3 
0 

• 720 

33A .06I - Io 

-.024 

USP .054 

-.n2n 

44. 
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TABLE X 
CALF VOLUME 

INDEX OF FIT FOR PROBLEM PERIODS, SUBJECT NUMBER ONE. BOTH THE 

BEST FIT OBTAINED AND THE SECOND DEGREE PRESENTED. BEST FIT PRE

SENTED FIRST ANO DEGREE IDENTIFIED. WHEN QUADRATIC IS BEST FIT, 

IT IS PRESENTED ALONE. 

oJ:1nR1 FM I/F 

3IA 

318 

3IC • 507 - Io 

.466 

3ID .4!4 - Io 

.230 

42 .979 - Io 

.976 

33A 

.650 

USP • SOI - 30 

• 4 7lf 

45. 
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TA8LE XI 
FOREHEAD VOLUME 

INDEX OF FIT FOR PROBLEM PERIODS, SUBJECT NUMBER ONE. BOTH THE 

BEST FIT OBTAINED AND THE SECOND DEGREE PRESENTED. BEST FIT PRE

SENTED FIRST AND DEGREE IDENTIFIED. WHEN QUADRATIC IS BEST FIT, 

IT IS PRESENTED ALONE. 

DRnRI FM I/F 

3IA .. 980 - 30 

.970 

318 .860 - 30 

· .A50 

3IC 

.550 

310 

• I70 

42 

• 250 

33A 

• 5 so 

USP 

.445 
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DISCUSSION 

The results of the 1 tests presented in TABLE III clearly 

indicate that in relation to heart rate, the Rhysiolngical 

stressor, heat, was effective in raisiny the baseline of auto

nomic activity. Since the baseline SESSION II versus baseline 

SESSION III means were not siynificantly different, it follows 

that any day to day changes in rate were minimal under heat 

stress. On the other hand, since the control SESSION I versus 

control SESSION II means were different beyond the .05 level, 

the heat stress would seem to be the causative factor. Hence 

the problem periods will reflect physiological response to 

cognitive activity both under "normal" and unusual" environ

mental conditions. The conclusions drawn from the data there

fore will have some bearing on the theoretical model of 

autonomic change proposed by Teichner (1968). More immediately, 

it can be concluded from this data that a meaningful physio

logical change did occur in response to the stressor, that 

the heat did function as a stressor, and that this chanye 

could be accurately monitored. 

47. 
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The t tests of heart rate change during the problem periods 

presented in TABLE II indicate that in terms of magnitude of 

change that.problems 3IC and the unsolvable problem (USP) pro

voked the greatest amount of arousal. Although the emphasis 

of this study is not directed toward significant differences, 

this finding helps to direct one's attention to these prob

lems and it will be seen that other data relative to these 

two problems a~e equally interesting. More immediately, it 

would seem that problem 3IC provoked a large autonomic response 

because of its position in time in SESSION .II. E2ch subject 

had been subjected to about five hours of continuous heat 

48. 

stress before the probl2m was given, hence it ~1ould seem logical 

that.not only were the subjects "on edge" but that the prob-

lem functioned as a novel stimulus in the sense that it was 

a chan~e in the environment. Simply ~iving the subject some

thing to do was apparently sufficient to provoke a change in 

autonomic arousal. That is, the mental activity involved in 

the attempt to solve problem 3IC quite probably represented a 

break in the tedium of this session. The subjects were now 

called upon to both focus their attention on a specific task 

and to-expend ~nergy in order to obtain the solution to this 
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problem. The focusing of attention and the mental activity are 

inseparably bound together in one continuous process. The 

result of this process is the observed autonomic response. 

Note that the trend analyses of heart rate in TABLES IV, V, and 

VI indicate no significant trend in rate during the periods, 

blocks, preceeding problem 3IC. Since the degree of attention 

required of a task has been implicated in the magnitude of 

autonomic respcinse, Malmo (I966) and Lacey (I967), it readily 

follows that 3IC was an adequate stimulus for arousal and re

quired an increase.in attention and cognitive activity. 

The-unsolvable problem, superficially, would seem to be an 

effective stressor simply because it was frustrating to the 

subject. However, in view of the relatively stable problem 

periods preceHding the USP - no significant change in heart 

rate due to problems 3ID, 33A or 42 - it would appear that 

habituation of both physiological and cognitive response may 

have been occuring during SESSION III. It has been pointed out 

by Rimoldi et al. (1962) that training in problem solving 

results in greater efficiency and the selecting of fewer ques

tions to solve a problem as long as they require similar 

solutions. I believe that a physiolouical correlate of this 

/ 

49. 
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occured during SESSIO~J III; namely, that the subject's initial 

attention to the problem was great and hence maintained, then 

with increasing efficiency and/or mere experience, arousal be

gan to habituate. The USP would presumably present a new sit

uation to the subject, a new "solution" is called for, and 

hence a greater degree of attention would be necessay and this 

in turn would be reflected in the physiological indices. It 

would seem logical that as time passed the stress due to the 

frustration encountered with the problem itself would become 

effective and serve to maintain the level of 8rousal. It must 

be noted that this conclusion is based on an analysis of mean 

performances of control period to problem period. It is not 

claimed that the subject is immediately aware of the new sit

uation, only that the overall effect for the USP period is 

significantly different from its baseline condition. It seems 

probable that the subject 1.tmuld gradually become aware of the 

changed situation, expend additjonal enerfjy to cope u.1i th the 

changed pattern as if he were approaching a novel task, persist 

in his at tempts even after the last logical question had been 

asked, and then experience frustration when no solution could 

be derived. Hence the total effect of the entire sequence 

50. 



would yield a significant degree of arousal above baseline 

conditions. 

The autonomic profiles contain several interesting results. 

Relative to heart rate and systolic blood pressure, each prob

lem invariably serves as a stimulus for acceleration of these 

measures. The heart rote .response to problem 42 in Figure 3 

is a good exawple of the consistent pattern of acceleration at 

the beginning of a problem and the decrease in rate with the 

solution. Note also the generai pattern of response in the 

SI. 

toe volume. Figures 9 and II show consistent patterns of vaso

constriction encountered in the periphery due to the problems. 

The results pertaining to change in calf volume from the trend 

analysis and the autonomic profiles present an interesting sit

uation as well. The enteries in TABLES IV, V, and VI show a 

clear linear trend in calf volume while the other indices re

main stable. One possible explanation is that the tibial 

artery is a major vessel and hence much larger relative to the 

other areas monitored. Hence the time ccurse of thermoregulation 

is revealed. The other indices wnuld reuulate rapidly and 

remain stable since no co~nitive activity was being imposed 

during the control period of SESSION II, while the calf was 
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still undergoing changes associated with temperature regulation. 

Inspection of the autonomic graphs shows clearly, for example, 

that the to~, heart rate, and systolic blood pressure do re-

act rather quickly to the problems; whereas, Figure I3 reveals 

the gradual linear trend of change in calf volume. 

In regard to the autonomic graphs, problem 3IC seems to pre

sent an iseal case. Note in Figures 2 and 6 that heart rate 

and systolic blood pressure both rise. The systolic pressure 

is not as labile as the heart rate and therefore it requires 

a longer time to reach its maximum level of arousal. While 

these indices are increasing, the toe volume is undergoing 

a dramatic decrease, indicating a general vasocohstriction 

of the periphery, Figure IO. This shunting of the blood serves 

to partially explain the rise in systolic pressure, the in

crease in rate being another factor. Hence a clear total pat

tern of arousal may be observed. Since these changes occured 

during a period of "above ncrmal" reactivity, they would 

seem to refute Teichner's contention that a compensatory re

versal in the autonomic system with cognitive activity should 

occur. In relation to the USP, Figures 4 and I2 show equally 

consistent changes in heart rate and toe pulse respectively; 



although, the systolic pressure, Figure 8, does not exhibit 

such a clear trend it nevertheless maintains an increased· 

level. 

Does the notion of the inverted LI-shaped function hold 

for the data? Teichner (1968) and others have maintained that 

the LI-shaped function is dependent on the task. Simple iden

tification tasks may not therefore show decrements in perfor

mance short of very high levels of arousal; whereas, more com

plex tasks may show decrements at low activation levels. Pl

though the present study was not designed to systematic2lly 

manipulate task complexity, it is possible to yet some infor

mation from the curve fitting data. In relation to heart rate 

and systolic pressure it is evident in TABLES VII and VIII 

that a quadratic function does indeed yield the best fits 

for problems 3IC and the USP. The toe pulse for problem 3IC 

yields a very close fit although a linear equation would seem 

to reduce the error more for the unsolvable problem (USP). 

53. 

Note the strong linear trend for the calf pulse in problem 3IC 

confirming the previous analysis. In conclusion therefore, since 

problems 3IC and USP would seem to rate as "complex tasks'', 

the inverted Li-shaped function is the most tenable description 



of the present data. As previously discussed, the explanation 

of this function would appear to involve both attentional and 

cognitive mechanisms. 

As to the anxiety data presented in TABLE I, it would seem 

that in regard to this particulnr data, that the small size of 

the sample severly limits any conclusions. Such tests should 

be incorporated in studies of this kind, however, if only to 

serve as a scre~ning device for highly anxious and reactive 

subjects. 
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SUM~ARV 

An intensive analysis of the effects of cognitive activity, 

with and without heat stress, was performed on a battery of 

physiological measures in order to investigate the total pattern 

of autonomic arousal. The interaction of the physiological meas

ures during.heat stress and cognitive activity was presented in 

graphical form, and also discussed in relation to the U func-

tion hypothesis and a model of autonomic action proposed by 

Teichner. A least squares curve fitting procedure and several 

trend analyses were employed to analyze t~e data and to support 

the conclusions drawn from it; namely, that the U shaped re-

lationship is teneable, and autonomic compensatory reversal 

does not appear to occur when cognitive activity is imposed 

on a physiologically "aroused" subject • 
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PROBLEM 3IA 

At Spencer High School, the annual fall dance is about to 

be held. A dance committee has been selected to make the neces

sary arrangements. Both boys and girls are on the committee. A 

part of the committee is to take care of the refreshments for 

I• 

the evening and another part will look after the sale of the 

tickets for the dance. The list of the girls on the dance com

mittee involved in the sale of tickets has been lost. From the 

other information available, which you will find in the questions, 

your object will be to discover the nu~ber of girls involved 

in the sale of tickets. 

I. Is Spencer High School the only 
co-educational school in the city? 

2. How many boys ar~ nn the dance 
committee? 

3. How many boys attend Spencer? 

4. Are there more girls than boys 
at this school? 

5. How many students on the dance 
committee are assigned to 
supplying the refreshments? 

6. What is the total number of 
students on the dance committee? 

7. How much time would the committee 
as a whole spend in preparntion 
for the dance? 

8. How much time would the average 
cornliii ttee member contribute? 

9. Haw many boys on the committee are 
involve~ in the sale of tickets? 

IO. H~w many girls are on the refresh
ment part of the dance committee? 

Solution: 5 

I. No 

2. Ten 

3. 240 boys 

4. Yes 

5. Fourteen 

6. Twenty-five 

7. 275 hours 

8. Eleven hours 

9. Six boys 

ID. Ten girls 



PROBLEM 3!8 

We have a certain nu~ber of objects: M, a part of which, for 

lack of a bette~ name,,will be called C's. The C's are com~ 

posed of B's and G's. Each of this latter two types is divided 

into R's and T's. From the other information available which 

you will find in the questioHs, yo~r object will be to dis

cover the number of G's that are also T's. 

I. Are there C's that are not B's and t. No 
G1s? 

2. How many B's are C's? 2~ Thirty 

3. How many B's are M's? 3~ 120 

I How msny C's are R's? 4. thirty-five '+. 
" 

5. Are there more G's than B's 5. Yes 
among the fv] IS? 

6. !1!hat is the value of k times the 6. 550 
c•s? 

7. U.Jhat is the total number of C's? 7. Fifty 

8. How mr,ny B's that are C's are 8. Ten 
also T's? 

9. How many G's that are C's are 9. Fifteen 
also R's? 

ro. lJJhat is the value of k? ID. Eleven 

Solution: 5 

II. 



PRDF.lLEM 3IC 

Assume that x, A, D, P, and S represent propertiEs among 

F objects. Not x, not A, not D, and so on represent lack of 

these properties. The not X's are composed of not A's and not 

D's. Each of these latter is divided into not P's and not S's. 

From the other information available, which you will find in 

the questions, your object will be to discover the number of 

not D's thst are also not S's. 

I. Are there not X's that are A's and D's? I. No 

2. How many not A's are F 1s? 2. IOfl 

3. Are there more not D's than not A'S 3. Ves 
among the F's? 

4. How many not A's are not X's? 4. Fourteen 

s. What is the total number of not X's? 5. Forty 

6. How many not X's are not P's? 6. Twenty-four 

?. What is the value of 1 times the ?. 440 
not X's? 

a. lrJhat is the value of l? B. Eleven 

9. How many not o•s that are not X's 9. T1.t1enty 
are also not F's? 

IO• Haw many not A's that are not X's IO. Ten 
are also not S's? 

Solutirm: 6 

I II. 
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PROBLEM 310 

From R objects L has been selected. ThRse L objects are 

divided into A's and B's. Each of these latter types is divided 

into t''.'s and N's. From the other information available, which 

you will find in the questions, your object will be ta dis-

cover hou1 many N's are also B's. 

I. How many A's are R's? I. w 

2. What is the total number of L's? 2. E+F+H+l=P+Q=L 

3. How many L's are f"'< 1 s? 3. E+F=X 

4. How many A's are L's? 4. E+H=P 

s. Are there more B's than A's among 5. Yes 
the R's? 

6. Are there L's that are not B's 6. No 
and A's? 

7. How many B's that are L are ?. F , 
also I'/? '· 

a. How many A's that are L are 8. H 
also N? 

9. lJhat is the value of K? 9. T 

ID. What is the value of K times ID. z 
the L's? 

Solution: I 

IV. 

( 
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PROBLEM 33A 

A drug store owner received different types of magazines 

that have different prices. Some cost less than 25tt, some 

cost more than 25¢. You are to find out how many mystery mag~ 

azines cost more thdn 25¢. 

I. What kinds of magazines does the 
store receive? 

2. Has the store more maguzines about 
mechanics than sµorts? 

3. Has the store more magazines about 
mechanics than mysteries? 

4. How many different prices do the 
magazines have? 

5. What is the total number of mag
azines which the store receives? 

·1 

6. How many cost 25it or ~ore? 

?. How many mechanics magazines cost 
less than 25it? 

8. Do all the spotts cost less than 25¢? 

9. Haw many sports magazines and m2chanics 
cost less than 25it:? 

ID. Do all the sports cost less than 25it? 

II. How many sports magazines are received? 

I2. How many mechanics are received? 

I3. Haw many mystery mag~zines are 
receiver.I? 

I. Mystery, sports, 
mechanical 

2. No 

3. Yes 

4. Three 

5. Sixty 

6. 52 
7. Five 

8. f\Jo 

9. Six 

ID. No 

I I. Thirty 

I2. Twenty 

I 3. Ten 

v. 
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PROBLEM 42 

This figure is composed of 24 areas. The numbers in the 

areas are merely for the purpose of identifying a particular 

area and have no bearing on the solution of the problem. 

One of the areas has been selected. Vour'task is to ~is

cover the selected area. You may discover this area by using 

any of the questions you like to arrive at the answer. 

I. Is it above the unbroken curve line? I. No 

2. Doss it have two curved lines as borders? 2. No 

3. Is it to the right of the vertical curve 3. Yes 
line? 

4. Does it have tu;o_continuous straight 4. No 
lines ans two broken lines as borders? 

s. Does it have 2 broken s~raight line 5. Nq 
borders? 

6. Does it have any combinations of 2 6. No 
broken and 2 curved sides? 

7. Is it below the dotted curve line? ·7. No 

B. Does it have three continuous 8. No 
straight line5 and one broken 
straight line as b'crders? 

9. Does it have a broken curve line as 9. No 
.a border? 

IO. Does it have at least one continuous IO. No 
straight line and two continuous 
curved lines as borders? 

Solution: 23 

VI. 
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PROBLEM 42 
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PROSLEM USP 

We have a· certain number of objects, X", ti.1hich are com

posed of A's, B's and C's. The A's have as O:on1ponents O's, E's, . ' ano F'~~.The seme is true for the B's and C'~; that is, they 

have D's, E's, and F's as components. Your task is to find out 

the number of F's that are also C's. 

I. Are there more E's than F's? I• No 

2. How many F's are A's? 2. Eleven 

3. £\re there niore B's than A's? [3;; No 

4. What is the number of X's? 4. 75 

5. How many D's are also A1 s? 5. Six 

6. What is the number of A's? 6. Tu1enty-five 

?. How many O's and F's are C's? 7. Twenty-three 

B. What is the number of B's? B. Twenty-five 

9. How many E's are there? 9. Twenty-tum 

ID• How many E's are C's? IO• Two 

II. How many E's are A's and C's? II. Ten 

I2. How many F's are B's and C's? 12. Fourteen 

No Solution 
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